UCS TECHNOLOGY SERVICES CONSOLIDATES
THEIR REMOTE CONNECTION MANAGEMENT
BY USING REMOTE DESKTOP MANAGER

“We recommend remote desktop manager
because of its ability to share remote connections
among coworkers, yet maintain personal preferences
- and all within a single powerful yet flexible interface.”
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Challenge: Maintaining constantly
changing server and connection details

Here is what UCSTS’ Outsourced Service Manager
Edward Hinchcliffe says about the decision to choose
Remote Desktop Manager:

UCSTS’ IT pros were frustrated due to long lists of
constantly changing -- and outdated -- server details
that had to be maintained. They also had to deal with
ongoing queries from support staff who struggled to log
into external servers because of a changed IP address or
password.

Solution: Centralize and manage access using Remote Desktop Manager
Remote Desktop Manager allowed UCSTS to centralize
access to all internal and external servers, and manage
that access in a secure way. RDM also provided immediate
benefit to UCSTS’ support staff, as they no longer had to
maintain connection details or remember external
system passwords. Once configured, RDM simplified
connectivity in a big way, allowing UCSTS’ support staff to
concentrate on solving the problem without worrying about:

– And not just for remote desktop management. we
realised

that

the
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management

capabilitythatrdmofferedcouldaddressamuchbroaderrangeof
issues that we had lived with, without even being aware of it. Rdm
streamlined our connectivity processes. we particularly liked
how rdm offered consolidated, centrally-managed access
control and connectivity in a simple to use package. The
features that we value the most are: the central database,
because it allows us to consolidate server connectivity
methods, credentials and general information about their
connectivity environment; ad integration, because it allows
us to retain control over who connects to what; and the
broad range of client types that are supported, becauseit
allows us to easily convince users to adopt the system, since
their individual connectivity requirements are available to
them.”
The application is completely free.
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